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Log-periodicity can appear in a non-Markovian random walk
even if there is perfect memory of its history
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Abstract – The exactly solvable Elephant Random Walk (ERW) model introduced by Schütz
and Trimper 15 years ago stimulated research that led to many new insights and advances in
understanding anomalous diffusion. Such models have two distinct ingredients: i) long-range
—possibly complete— memory of the past behavior and ii) a decision-making rule that makes
use of the memory. These models are memory-neutral: the decision-making rule does not distin-
guish between short-term (or recent) memories and long-term (or old) memories. Here we relax
the condition of memory neutrality, so that memory and decision-making become interconnected.
We investigate the diffusive properties of random walks that evolve according to memory-biased
decision processes and find remarkably rich phase diagrams, including a phase of log-periodic
superdiffusion that may be associated with old memory and negative feedback regulating mech-
anisms. Our results overturn the conventional wisdom concerning the origin of log-periodicity in
non-Markovian models. All previously known non-Markovian random walk models that exhibit
log-periodicities in their behavior have incomplete (or damaged) memory of their history. Here
we show that log-periodicity can appear even if the memory is complete, so long as there is a
memory bias.

Copyright c� EPLA, 2020

Introduction. – The applications of random walks
(RW) to the study of diffusion processes benefited from
seminal contributions relating to Brownian Motion [1–7].
Random walks [8] have been applied to finance [2,9], mo-
bility patterns in biology [10,11], polymer physics [12],
path distribution on networks [13], and many other prob-
lems in statistical physics. Random walks characterized by
a mean squared displacement (MSD) growing non-linearly
with time are called anomalous, in contrast to normal
diffusion. The understanding of such processes [14] re-
quires the inclusion of either long-range memory or else
Lévy flight mechanisms or both. Random walks asso-
ciated with long-range memory correlations are usually
considered non-Markovian and have been widely used to
model processes associated with a variety of phenomena
where memory plays a role. They are particularly helpful

to describe, for example, the complex phenomenology
observed in economics [15], sociology [16], biology [17],
physiology [17,18] and physics [19–24], among others (see,
for example, [25–29] and references therein). The study
of anomalous diffusion [14,15,23,25,30–39] has also ben-
efited enormously from the use of stochastic differen-
tial equations [28] such as Langevin equation [40], the
generalized Langevin equation [41–43], the continuous
time random walks [8,19,22,44] and the fractional Fokker-
Planck method [31,45]. Anomalous transport types are
classified [22,27,46–48] according to the power behavior
of the MSD with time, i.e., �x2� − �x�2 ∼ t2H , where
usually H �= 1/2 for anomalous diffusion. The expo-
nent H in this expression is known as the Hurst expo-
nent [49], and is commonly used to define the three most
frequently found types of diffusion, namely, subdiffusion
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for H < 1/2, superdiffusion for H > 1/2 and normal
diffusion for H = 1/2. Other types of diffusion can
also be found in the literature, like the ultraslow diffu-
sion [50–53] with a MSD given by �x2� ∼ (ln t)κ, with
κ > 0.

One particularly convenient random walk model to
study anomalous diffusion is the Elephant Random Walk
(ERW) model [54]. This model includes long-range mem-
ory correlations with access to the full history of previous
RW steps and incorporates a decision process that depends
on a single parameter. The ERW model displays anoma-
lous diffusion and is exactly soluble, despite being non-
Markovian in nature, yielding readily interpretable and
unambiguous results. According to the model and its vari-
ations (see below) the diffusive behavior at large times de-
pends greatly on the details of the memory pattern used
to select which parts of the memory can be accessed. Sev-
eral modifications of the ERW have been proposed over
the past years, either in the memory pattern itself or in
the decision-making process. Changes proposed to the
memory pattern either rigorously prohibit the use of parts
of the memory [55] or address certain parts of the mem-
ory more often than others [56,57]. The former resembles
damaged memory profiles, since parts of the memory are
made unavailable for future use whereas the latter uses
probability distributions to retrieve memory data. The
decision process, on the other hand, is responsible for ei-
ther accepting (doing the same) or refusing (doing the
opposite) past decisions —see also [58–61] for other ap-
proaches used in the decision-making process. The pro-
cess is often unbiased, in the sense that past occurrences
at times t� and t��, whenever retrieved from memory, are
treated on an equal footing at decision time. In this pa-
per we propose a dynamic decision-making process that
treats old and recent memories differently. Such biased
decision mechanism makes use of two parameters which
are selected according to the section of the memory that
is being retrieved. The memory pattern itself remains in-
tact (non-damaged), like in the original ERW model. The
decision to accept (do the same) or refuse (do the oppo-
site) past behaviors, however, depends on what section of
the memory is being used. This simple reformulation of
the ERW model produces significantly new results on the
diffusive properties of the walk. Such LP oscillations in
the ERW model with undamaged memory and subjected
only to biased decision processes are quite surprising. In
fact, log-periodicities in ERW models have been associated
either to memory damage, or to memory retrieval from a
non-uniform probability distribution [55,57,62].

Log-periodic corrections to scaling [63,64] are impor-
tant [65] due to their relevance as crash precursors and
their association to the breakdown of continuous scale-
invariance (CSI) symmetry [66–68]. The identification
of the main ingredients leading to log-periodic oscilla-
tions is therefore an important matter and helpful in-
sights can be provided by the use of simple models with
easily handled and controllable memory. Despite the

non-Markovian character of the model, we are able to
provide an analytic approach to determine the model’s
first moment. Exact solutions for non-Markovian pro-
cesses are rare [54,58,69,70].

The model. – Consider a discrete one-dimensional
random walker at position Xt at time t, initially at X0 = 0
at time t = 0. The walker then moves a unitary step to
the left or right, with Xt+1 = Xt + σt+1 where σt+1 = ±1
represents a stochastic variable. The value to be assigned
to σt+1 at time t depends on the decision taken previously
at a random time t�, chosen a priori from a uniform distri-
bution. The current step direction σt+1 at time t, chosen
according to the value of a previously used σt� , sets the
current speed. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that the first step always goes to the right, i.e., σ1 = +1.
The position at time t thus follows,

Xt =
t�

t�=1

σt� . (1)

Below we describe the model focusing on a biased decision
mechanism and derive an integral form solution for the
walker’s speed.

General solution: model with multiple decision parame-
ters. A general form for σt+1 can be written as

σt+1 =
�

+σt� , with probability p(t�),
−σt� , with probability 1 − p(t�), (2)

which sets the decision mechanism as a binary (accept or
reject) decision process. Note that this represents a fairly
general decision process since the acceptation probability
in eq. (2) is characterized by the decision parameter p(t�)
which can be a rather general function of t�. We can de-
rive a solution for this problem in which p(t�) comprises a
discretized set of decision parameters for simplicity’s sake.
The memory is assumed to be fully accessible and is di-
vided in N intervals, each of length �i. For each interval
[i − 1, i] we write ti = ti−1 + �i and assign a probability
pi to accept an event occurring within the interval. The
discrete set of decision parameters pi(t�) is assumed to be
constant within the i-th interval. Decisions at time t + 1
are then determined based on the actions taken previously
at time t� ∈ (0, t], with t� chosen a priori from a uniform
probability distribution, i.e., 1/t. Therefore the walker
repeats the action taken at t� ∈ (ti−1, ti], with 1 ≤ i ≤ N
with probability pi(t�).

We shall use the notation n+
i (n−

i ) as the number of
steps forward (backwards) occurring in the interval i. At
current time, the effective probability to walk in the posi-
tive (negative) direction due to the i-th interval is written
as P+

eff ,i (P −
eff ,i), where

P+
eff ,i = pi

n+
i

�i
+ (1 − pi)

n−
i

�i
,

P −
eff ,i = pi

n−
i

�i
+ (1 − pi)

n+
i

�i
.
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Effective probabilities to go forward or backwards at time
t + 1, respectively, can thus be written as

P+
eff (t + 1) =

N�

i=1

�i

t
P+

eff ,i,

P −
eff (t + 1) =

N�

i=1

�i

t
P −

eff ,i,

where the (uniform) probability that t� is chosen within
the time interval (ti−1, ti], is represented by �i/t. The ef-
fective step probability at time t+1 can now be written as

σeff (t + 1) = P+
eff (t + 1) − P −

eff (t + 1)

=
N�

i=1

�i

t
(P+

eff ,i − P −
eff ,i)

=
N�

i=1

�i

t
(2pi − 1)

n+
i − n−

i

�i
.

However, since Δxi = n+
i − n−

i we can also write

σeff (t + 1) =
N�

i=1

�i

t
αi

Δxi

�i
,

where αi = 2pi − 1. Therefore, the average speed at time
t + 1 is given by

d�x(t)�
dt

= �σ(t + 1)� =
N�

i=1

�i

t
αi

Δ�xi�
�i

,

with �i = Δti = βit. Taking the continuous time limit
n → ∞ (or Δt → 0), we can finally write

�v(t)� =
d�x(t)�

dt

=
1

t − t0

� t

t0

α(t�)�v(t�)�dt�, (3)

which describes a memory-driven random walk character-
ized by a discrete set of decision parameters represented
by α(t�) initiating at time t0 in x(t0). This equation is all
we need to describe the diffusive properties of the walk.
This is shown in detail below for the case of a model with
two decision parameters.

Application: two decision parameters model. Next we
show how to apply eq. (3) focusing on a particular system
composed of two decision parameters, i.e., p1 and p2, with
α1 = 2p1 − 1 and α2 = 2p2 − 1. As stated above, the
decision parameters are the probabilities to repeat past
actions. Parameter p1 is used for a memory of length �1
and p2 for a memory of length �2, such that �1 + �2 = t.
Specifically, the current step direction σt+1 is chosen based
on the value of σt� as

σt+1 =
�

+σt� , with probability p1,
−σt� , with probability 1 − p1,

(4)

for t� < �1, or

σt+1 =
�

+σt� , with probability p2,
−σt� , with probability 1 − p2,

(5)

for t� > �1. It is important to note that �1 (�2) represents
a section of the old (recent) memory. We shall also refer to
the memory fractions used, i.e., β1 = �1/t and β2 = �2/t,
with β1 + β2 = 1.

The model has been formulated with three parameters
in mind, all defined in the interval [0, 1], namely (p1, p2)
associated with the decision mechanism, and β = β1, di-
rectly related to the memory pattern. In short, we can say
that the decision is either 1) accepted with probability p1
(refused with 1 − p1) if t� < βt or 2) accepted with prob-
ability p2 (refused with 1 − p2) if t� > βt. Consequently,
the decision mechanism distinguishes between long- and
short-term memories, acting differently when these mem-
ory regions are accessed to assist in the decision process.
This is an important difference between this model and
other ERW-like models we have seen in the literature. It
is also important to emphasize that, for the first time, the
decision-making mechanism and the memory pattern are
related.

The decision parameters are associated with some spe-
cific biases towards either accepting or refusing past deci-
sions. In fact, pi < 1/2 (i = 1, 2) indicates tendency to do
the opposite to whatever was done in the past (reformer)
whereas if pi > 1/2 the decisions are more inclined to
repeat past actions (traditionalist). We are keeping this
terminology as introduced in the ERW original paper [54].
When the overall decision mechanisms is reformer-like, we
shall say that the system’s feedback is negative. Nega-
tive feedback is a regulating mechanism often responsible
for the stability of complex (mechanical, biological, so-
cial, etc.) systems [71–73]. The ERW model uses a single
parameter, namely p, in the decision-making process. In
this case, the negative (positive) feedback region is simply
associated with p < 1/2 (p > 1/2). With the memory
selective decision mechanism we are proposing now, the
regions with negative or positive feedback are no longer
immediately identified. Instead, the walk is now charac-
terized by an effective feedback parameter p∗ = p∗(p1, p2)
given by peff = βp1 + (1 − β)p2. Some limiting cases are
worth mentioning. For β = 1 we can dispose of the param-
eter p2 since it will never be used. The resulting model of
perfect full memory is the ERW model [54] which presents
anomalous diffusion according to the values of a parame-
ter p = p1 > 3/4, normal diffusion for p = p1, for p < 3/4,
and a marginal anomalous diffusion for p = 3/4. Like-
wise, the ERW model is recovered with p = p2 if β = 0 or
if p1 = p2, in which case we can dispose of β. Other cases
are emphasized in the figures below.

Taking into account that α(t�) is a step function and
since t0 = 0 and x(0) = 0, we can integrate (3) and get

d�x(t)�
dt

=
1
t
[α1 − α2]�x(βt)� +

1
t
α2�x(t)�. (6)
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Fig. 1: Previously unreported as well as all previously known phases are shown in this phase diagram, of β vs. p1 for p2 = 0 (a),
p2 = 0.6 (b), p2 = 0.75 (c) and p2 = 1.0 (d). The separation lines come from solutions of eqs. (10), (11) and the asymptotic
behavior is given by �x� ∼ tδ, with H = δ for δ > 1/2 and H = 1/2 for δ ≤ 1/2, in the superdiffusive and normally diffusive
regimes, respectively. For β = 1 we get the ERW model, with superdiffusion for p1 > 3/4 and normal diffusion for p1 < 3/4.
The labeling scheme used for the LP regimes is as follows: LPEV stands for log-periodic evanescent (δ < 0), LPND for LP with
normal diffusion (0 < δ < 1/2) and LPSD for LP with superdiffusion (δ > 1/2). The dashed (blue) line delineates the boundary
of the region where log-periodicity occurs. The dash-dotted red line separates negative (left of the line) from positive (right of
the line) feedback. Negative feedback also occurs for β = 1 and 0 ≤ p1 < 1/2 for all p2 (not shown). Superdiffusive regimes are
labeled by SD and we distinguish between superdiffusion with LP, labeled as LPSD and superdiffusion without LP, labeled as
SDCL, where CL stands for classical. Note how the LP and SD regimes evolve as p2 varies from 0 to 1, with log-periodic phases
starting to appear for p2 > 1/2. Even a superdiffusive log-periodic phase emerges for larger values of p2.

This equation can be solved by writing the highest-order
expansion term as

�x(t)� ∼ a sin[B ln(t) + c]tδ, (7)

which is reduced to a pure power law, i.e., �x(t)� ∼ a0t
δ,

if B = 0. Putting eq. (7) into eq. (6) we get a set of two
transcendental equations, namely,

δ = α2 − βδΔα cos[B ln(β)], (8)
B = −βδΔα sin[B ln(β)], (9)

which can also be written as

B

δ − α2
= tan [B ln(β)] , (10)

B = ±
�

β2δΔα2 − (δ − α2)2, (11)

where Δα = α2 − α1. Equations (10), (11) lead di-
rectly to B and δ and ultimately to the phase diagram.
The phase constant c and the coefficient a in eq. (7)

are adjusted numerically. Note, however, that B and δ
are both non-adjustable parameters, obtained analytically
from eqs. (10) and (11). Note also that B �= 0 implies
log-periodicity, whereas the value of the time exponent
δ characterizes the diffusion type. In fact, as shown be-
fore [74], superdiffusion with H = δ is associated with
δ > 1/2 while normal diffusion with H = 1/2 follows if
δ ≤ 1/2.

Since eqs. (8) and (9) are unaffected by a change of sign
of B, we can choose to work with B > 0. Treating B as a
real number we can write

|βδΔα| ≥ |δ − α2|,

ln|δ − α2| + δ ln
����
1
β

���� ≤ ln|Δα|,
(12)

and from eqs. (8), (9) and (10) we also get

0 < B ≤ |Δα|βδ ,

δ = α2 + B cot[B ln(β)].
(13)
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Equations (12) and (13) are used to double-check the com-
puter calculations.

Results and discussion. – It is important to em-
phasize that this model obeys the relation H = 2δ in
the superdiffusive region and on the transition line where
δ = 1/2 and H = 1. We have carried out computer sim-
ulation tests (not shown) following the steps shown in
previous work [74,75] to verify this statement. Figure 1
is used to discuss the phase diagram (PD) as a function
of the parameters β, p1 and p2. The model reproduces
results already known for special values of the parame-
ters. For example, the current model reduces to the ERW
model [54] for a) p1 = p2, any β and b) β = 1, any p1, p2.
The latter case (here p2 does not affect the results) can
be easily spotted in figs. 1(a)–(d) where the top line, or
β = 1, exhibits the Trimper-Schütz (TS) critical point for
the ERW model at p1 = 3/4 which separates the normally
diffusive and superdiffusive regimes. In fig. 1(c) the thick
solid black line p1 = p2 = 3/4 represents the marginally
superdiffusive behavior of the type �x2� ∼ t ln t at the crit-
ical point pc = 3/4 found for the ERW model [54]. This
critical line is an extension of the TS critical point for the
ERW model characterizing a Trimper-Schütz critical line
for this more general model.

The richness of the phase diagram can be appreciated
by observing the advent of several new phases as p2 gradu-
ally increases from p2 = 0 in fig. 1(a) to p2 = 1 in fig. 1(d).
The LP regions are clearly indicated in figs. 1(b)–(d)
and are neatly separated from the non-LP regions by the
dashed (blue) line. The corresponding values for the time
exponent δ are also indicated everywhere. The superdif-
fusive non-log periodic region (SDCL) increases while the
normally diffusive region (ND) decreases as p2 increases.
A superdiffusive phase with LP behavior (LPSD) also ap-
pears for large values of p2. Notice the emergence of
three types of log-periodic regimes that can be classi-
fied according to the value of δ: 1) evanescent (LPEV)
with H = 1/2 and δ < 0, 2) normally diffusive (LPND)
with H = 1/2 and 0 < δ ≤ 1/2 and 3) superdiffusive
(LPSD) associated with H = δ > 1/2. The (effective)
negative and positive feedback regions are also shown in
figs. 1(a)–(d), with the dot-dashed red lines representing
peff = βp1 + (1 − β)p2 = 1/2. Positive (negative) feed-
back occurs for peff > 1/2 (peff < 1/2). We see that the
effective feedback is negative to the left of the dot-dashed
red line and positive to the right of the dot-dashed red
line. Remarkably, log-periodicity occurs i) mainly within
the (effective) positive feedback regime (peff > 1/2) and
ii) “always” for strictly negative feedback associated with
old memory (p1 < 1/2).

Figure 2 shows the LP oscillation types and emphasizes
the differences among them. Symbols represent computer
simulation averages. Analytic fittings are also provided
showing excellent agreement with the numerical data. The
fittings are derived from eq. (7) with the parameters B and
δ obtained directly from eqs. (10) and (11). There are two

Fig. 2: Log-periodic behavior of �x(t)� associated to normal
diffusion (LPEV and LPND) and superdiffusion (LPSD). Note
the evanescent character of the dotted LPEV curve. The sym-
bols represent computer simulation data and the curves are
analytic fittings using eq. (7) with parameters obtained from
eqs. (10) and (11) (see text). Notice the excellent theory-
experiment agreements in all cases. Simulations were averaged
using 106 runs for the normally diffusive (LPND) and superdif-
fusive (LPSD) curves and 108 runs for the evanescent (LPEV)
curve. The curves in the main plot were normalized using a
factor XM equal to the distance between the minimum and
maximum values of each curve for better visualization. The
analytic fitting curve for LPEV was extended beyond the max-
imum simulated time to expose the evanescent aspect of the
curve for larger values of t, where simulation results are more
difficult to converge. The inset shows the (LPSD and LPND)
LP curves normalized by tδ.

types of log-periodic behavior associated with normal dif-
fusion, labeled as LPND (0 < δ ≤ 1/2 and H = 1/2) and
LPEV (δ < 0 and H = 1/2). The latter is evanescent
as can be seen from the dotted line in main figure. Also
shown in the main figure is a log-periodic oscillation asso-
ciated with the superdiffusion regime, labeled as LPSD for
which H = δ > 1/2. The inset shows the LP curves for
normal diffusion (LPND) and superdiffusion (LPSD) prop-
erly normalized by tδ for better visualization. Notice that
the difference in the period is associated with normal and
superdiffusion.

Conclusion. – The physical mechanisms behind
log-periodicity has been associated with exponential de-
pendence of the trapping time on the length of the traps
in the context of diffusion on percolating lattices in 3D
with a fixed direction bias [65,76]. This approach makes
explicit use of memory emphasizing the roles played by
old and recent memory and their association with neg-
ative of positive feedback. Previous studies have shown
that the association of memory damage and negative feed-
back with memory-correlated random walks can lead to
interesting phenomena like log-periodic behavior [55,62].
Broadly speaking, memory damage refers to processes that
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may enhance or impair memory recall. Such memory bi-
ases or selective memory processes are often associated
with cognitive impairment as in psychology and cognitive
science. Here we find that biases in the decision process
also lead to log-periodicities, although the memory itself
remains intact. Thus, biases, either associated directly
with the memory or included in the decision process, go
hand in hand with log periodic oscillations. As should
be expected, memory recall and decision process are very
much linked to one another.

As for the role played by the negative feedback, let us
first note that it has been verified that strictly positive
feedback can also lead to log-periodicities, but these are
of very small amplitude [57]. Negative feedback, on the
hand, flips speed more efficiently and causes oscillations
of larger amplitudes. Although the overall feedback in the
present model is positive, negative feedback is necessary
to provide speed flippings. Moreover, such negative feed-
back must be associated with old memories, otherwise no
future speed flippings occur, thereby preventing the emer-
gence of LP. We can provide an argument to understand
the necessary condition for the appearance of log-periodic
oscillations with direction inversion. First we must con-
sider the role played by memory (old and recent) and feed-
back (negative and positive) in the diffusion at long times.
Let us keep in mind that p1 is associated with old mem-
ories (t� < βt) whereas p2 is associated with recent mem-
ories (t� > βt). We see that the combination p1 < 1/2
and p2 > 1/2, or the left bottom quarter of figs. 1(b)–(d),
leads to a bunch of interesting log-periodicity phases. No-
tice that old and recent memories are not interchangeable,
because p1 > 1/2 and p2 < 1/2, or the top right quarter
of fig. 1(a), shows no evidence of log-periodicities. This
apparent paradox can be easily explained by noticing that
present-time decisions can be systematically reformulated
in the future if old memories are associated with a negative
feedback. This is the behavior characteristic of a reformer,
leading to direction changes allowing the appearance of
log-periodic behavior, as seen in the left bottom quarters
of figs. 1(b)–(d). However, if old memories are associated
with positive feedback, present time actions are system-
atically reproduced in the future, providing no direction
changes. This is characteristic of a traditionalist behav-
ior which leads to superdiffusion with no log-periodicities.
This is seen in figs. 1(a)–(d) for p1 > 1/2. The conclu-
sion is simply stated by saying that, in memory-correlated
random walk models, the association of old memories to
negative feedback is a necessary (although not sufficient)
condition for the emergence of log-periodic behavior. The
memory-biased decision process associated to negative-
feedback old memory then naturally leads to log-periodic
oscillations as shown.

It is important to note that, for this model, the first mo-
ment is already sufficient to obtain the diffusive regimes.
The log-periodic amplitudes for the second moment and
the variance are very small, but they follow the same
oscillation patterns of the first moment. The results

in this paper show that log-periodicity can appear sim-
ply as a consequence of a bias discriminating between
old and recent memories, even if memory is complete.
The conclusions highlight the role and importance of mem-
ory bias as a mechanism for the emergence of log-periodic
behavior.
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